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The Only Thing That 
Is Constant Is Change



Agenda

• The problems – why it’s happening and why

• The solutions – the new (old) strategy

• The future – what tomorrow will (may) look like



The Problems



We're going backwards for the first 
time in digital marketing history





Apple

A quick soapbox moment:

● Apple has repeatedly curtailed app developers’ ability to 
monetize apps via ads.

● Apple makes as much as 30% on in-app purchases and 
aggressively weeds out apps that subvert this model. See 
Epic Games (Source)

● Google pays Apple $12 billion to be the default search 
engine on iPhones. (Source)
○ This amounts to nearly 5% of Apple’s gross revenue 

(Source)

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/epic-vs-apple-the-predicted-verdict-is-in-11622224463
https://www.businessinsider.com/google-apple-search-deal-doj-antitrust-suit-2020-10
https://www.statista.com/statistics/265125/total-net-sales-of-apple-since-2004/


Apple

● In April of 2021, Apple hired a former Facebook Advertising 
Executive to help bolster its ad platform (Source).

● If Apple wanted to make a more aggressive play in the  
advertising space, it effectively killed it’s #2 competitor in a 
single move (Speculative).

● Apple’s ability to deliver a native ad experience would change 
the landscape of digital advertising (Speculative).

https://9to5mac.com/2021/05/10/apple-hires-former-facebook-advertising-exec-to-bolster-its-own-ads-platform/


iOS 14 - ATT

● Through the iOS 14.5 
update, Apple launched 
its “App Tracking 
Transparency” protocol

● All apps have to get the 
consent of a user to start 
tracking

● It’s GDPR within the 
Apple ecosystem



iOS 14 - Apple “wants” your privacy

● It is within Apple’s interest to have 
people refuse tracking.

● Refusal positions Apple to be the sole 
owner of any relevant data.

● Apple has actively promoted the opt 
out option.

● Apple doesn’t show you a pop-up 
notifying you about the tracking when 
you’re using Apple apps or any 
iPhone services.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8w4qPUSG17Y


85% of iPhone users have
chosen to opt out of

tracking

As a result…

Source

https://www.flurry.com/blog/ios-14-5-opt-in-rate-idfa-app-tracking-transparency-weekly/




iOS 14 & Facebook

● If a user chooses to opt out of tracking, Facebook will only 
send 1 top priority event from Aggregated Event 
Measurement (Source)

○ Conversions are not being attributed to a specific user

● Advertisers are limited to 8 total events and those events 
need to be prioritized

● The advertiser’s domain has to be verified on Facebook

https://www.jonloomer.com/error-this-event-hasnt-been-set-up-on-any-of-your-domains/


Facebook breakdowns are officially 
dead, data is incomplete and 

delayed, performance is down...



And it’s not even the end...



iOS 15 - Hide My Mail 

On June 7th, Apple released
some of the new privacy features 
that will be available in iOS 15:

● The Mail App will stop 
third-party tracking of 
email opens 

● Hide My Email - an email 
proxy that will hide users’ 
email addresses and provide 
email forwarding

https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2021/06/apple-advances-its-privacy-leadership-with-ios-15-ipados-15-macos-monterey-and-watchos-8/


iOS 15 - App Privacy Report

● A new section in Settings 
allows users to see how 
often apps have accessed 
their location, photos, 
camera, microphone, and 
contacts during the last 
seven days.

● It also shows which apps 
have contacted other 
domains and how recently 
they have contacted them.



iOS 15 - Intelligent Tracking
Prevention

IPT will enable IP tracking 
prevention in Safari. It will 
mask the user’s IP address 
from trackers. This means 
they can’t utilize the user’s 
IP address as a unique 
identifier to connect their 
activity across websites.





The “end” of individualized tracking

● Google wants to phase out individual 
tracking because of “privacy concerns”

● Google will still track everyone who  
uses their services



The Death of Third-Party Cookies



What The FLoC?

Google developed a tracking 
method that will effectively hide 

you among other people.



Federated Learning of Cohorts or “FLoC”

● FLoC will group people based on their browser history 
and behavior into “cohorts” of interests. 

● User cohorts will be recalculated once every 7 days

● Cohorts based on race, sex, politics, medical history will 
be blocked

● Advertisers will be able to bid on these cohorts but not on a 
specific user



But what does it MEAN?

● Advertisers within the Google ecosystem will be effectively 
flying blind

● Far more emphasis on automated bid strategies

● We will depend on Google (much) more

● Google will have unique data that no one else will



MADNESS? NO!

THIS IS PRIVACY!



Solutions



Software Supplements

● NorthBeam*

● Wicked Reports

● Rockerbox

● Oribi

● Dacity

*Disclosure: I am an early stage investor and advisor



Conversion API

The majority of CRMs and eCommerce 
store builders have (or will) integrated with 
Facebook’s Conversion API. This gives 
you the ability to push conversion data 
(including values) back into Facebook.

This becomes the only reliable source of 
data for Facebook Ads.



Prioritize First Party Data

With all of the changes in place (and many more to come) the 
best solution is to gather First Party data that you will be able 
to use the way you want.

Use:

• Forms
• Lead Magnets
• Newsletter
• Chat 
• etc.



First Party Cookie tracking

First party cookies are directly 
stored by the website the user 
is visiting. They help to improve 
the user experience and capture 
information provided by the user.

You can cookie data like UTMs, 
fbclid, and gclid and then 
retrieve that data if a form 
submission or other relevant 
conversion takes place.



Push Pre-Conversion Events to Facebook

Using a tool like HotJar and Zapier, 
we can capture pre-conversion
even (with fbclid) like time on page
and submit them to Facebook via 
API. That will help Facebook identify 
promising users even before they 
submit any form.

Full tutorial (17 min) is on our YT.



Privacy Policy

• Make sure to adjust your Privacy Policy to specify exactly 
what cookies you store, how you protect them and how they 
will be used. 

• Add a cookie consent pop up to your website and link it to 
your Privacy Policy.

• Don’t collect or push more information than you need to.





Rely more on automated bidding

• With all of the targeting and reporting limitations we have to 
trust the machine more and more.

• Thanks to big data and AI, the machine learning (automated 
bidding strategies) will get more accurate and produce 
better results.

• But you need to generously feed it with data along the way...



Facebook Ads broad targeting

Since April changes we tested 
broad targeting (all ages, all 
interests, all placements) on 
Facebook ads heavily.

Ad sets with broad targeting 
had the same or better results 
compared to the ones with 
detailed targeting.



Broad Match + Smart Bidding in
Google Ads

After Google’s updates to keyword 
match types, we tested Broad 
Match Keywords with Smart 
Bidding for 30% of our clients.

Could you ever think that BM 
keywords would get 530% ROAS?





The Future



The Opportunity

• This is the single biggest opportunity for small businesses in the 
history of the digital landscape.

• The emphasis is going to be on massively niched down, high-
quality content and digital experiences.

• People are going to be in full control of their own Customer Value 
Journey and our ability to intervene at scale is going to become 
limited.

• Smaller brands with ultra-specific targets will win the arms race 
because they can afford to invest at levels of granularity that big 
brands can’t.



The Key...
You must niche down!



Content is more important than ever!

• Content marketing is a way to engage with your potential 
customers at each stage of the Customer Value Journey.

• Content is value that you provide to your future leads. It should be 
useful, unique, and branded.

• The content you put online should work for you forever. 

• Investing in content is a way to diversify your traffic and sales, 
especially as paid traffic proves to be more volatile and difficult to 
track.



SERP Position #0

Google’s “micro-moments” will be 
expanded to all niches, providing 
users with immediate answers 
based on your content!



Produce video content!

Videos are one of the best ways 
to deliver value to your potential 
customers and one of a very few 
ways to be on top of Google in 
SERP!

You can tailor your videos for 
each stage of CVJ.



Video Marketing

• By 2022, online videos will make up more than 82% of all 
consumer internet traffic — 15 times higher than it was in 2017 
(Cisco).

• In 2020 viewers aged 18 and over spend 41.9 minutes on 
YouTube daily, on average (Source) and up to 100 minutes per 
day total on video content (Source)

• 99% of current video marketers plan to continue using video in 
2020 and 95% plan to increase or at least maintain their budget 
(Source)

https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-youtube-advertising-2020
https://www.marketingcharts.com/digital/video-110520
https://www.wyzowl.com/video-marketing-statistics/


Video Marketing - Find your format

You can post the content that is 
easy for you to produce:

• Product overviews (YouTube)
• Short videos (TikTok, Instagram 

reels, YouTube Shorts)
• Live streams 
• Webinars
• Stories
• Podcasts
• User generated content



Influencer marketing



Influencer marketing

• 67.9% of US marketers from companies with 100 or more 
employees will use influencer marketing in 2021
(Business Insider)

• Influencer marketing is expected to grow to be worth $13.8 
billion in 2021 compared to $9.7 billions in 2020. 
(Influencer Marketing Hub)

• Businesses are making $5.20 for every $1 spent on 
influencer marketing (Influencer Marketing Hub)

https://www.businessinsider.com/influencer-marketing-important-for-brands-2021-5
https://influencermarketinghub.com/influencer-marketing-statistics/
https://influencermarketinghub.com/influencer-marketing-statistics/


Influencer marketing - TIPS

• In 2021-2022 focus on Micro and Nano influencers more. Cost 
to Engagement to Broad Reach ratio will be unbeatable with them.

• Find your ambassadors. Long term commitments can give 
better results than one-time campaign.

• Don’t be afraid to jump into new platforms (TikTok, Clubhouse)

• Offer performance driven agreements.



Customer Journey

• Businesses need to be in front of their customers as much as 
possible

• Omnichannel marketing is imperative

• Customer relationship management at each point of their 
journey is a key to the first and repeated purchases

• Retention and LTV are getting more important as new client 
attribution can get expensive



Plan your marketing strategy 
based on Customer Value 

Journey!







Omnichannel

Ensure that you engage with your 
clients at each step of their journey 
and do it in several ways. You 
should be easy to contact on all the 
social media platforms your clients 
use. 98.55% of people use at least 
four social media channels daily 
(GoodFirms)

https://www.goodfirms.co/resources/social-media-usage-user-habits-to-know


The Opportunity

• You have to go omni channel

• You have to market through the entire CVJ

• You have to think long-term

• You have to focus on overall ROI (NOT ROAS, CPA, Etc.)



THANK YOU!
Subscribe to my YouTube channel for a 

new video on Google Ads every single day!

www.youtube.com/user
/solutionseight

Please help me improve!

https://sol8.com/better

http://www.youtube.com/user
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